Suppose now that each M v given is a factor of type I. Then, H v can be decomposed as a direct product of two Hilbert spaces H V1 , H V2 : H V = H V1 ®H V2 , and M v is thereby identified with B(R^)®I V2 , where B(H V1 ) is the total operator algebra on H V1 and J V2 is a von Neumann algebra consisting of all scalar multiples of the identity operator on H V2 . With respect to this direct product decomposition, 0 V can be expressed as The expression may exist in many ways, but the set of X v /s including the multiplicity of each X vy remains fixed in all these expressions. So we may ask whether the type of the von Neumann algebra M, which is in this case a factor, can be determined explicitly in terms of these X v /s. The following theorem constitutes an answer to this problem. [2] . A simple proof is given in Moore [3] . Type H condition is given partly by Bures [2] , and in a slightly restricted form by Moore [3] . (See below the end of Section 1.) Type III condition was only treated under a subsidiary condition that the X vi 's are bounded below by a positive constant. (Bures [2] , Moore [3] ) So our contribution is that we have removed this restriction. Note that, under the subsidiary condition mentioned above, our condition is reduced to that of Moore [3] .
Theorem. As to the type of factor of M,
Our result is thus a refinement of that of Moore, and we follow his method to a great extent in the proof of "if" part. The proof of "only if" part is independent of his. 1. First we prepare some properties which will be needed. For the proof of the latter part, we remark first that, from (8),
So, we restrict ourselves to those z/s which satisfy (9). Ad (5). In this case, Xd is to be considered as the largest member among XC y C/eJ(z/)). 
(1 -^vi)< 00 , the condition (8) being taken into consideration. 
And, because 2 2 Xv*=2(l-2 ?O and 2(1-( 2 Xjv*) con-
verge at the same time, the last member in the above sequence Thus, by taking (8) into account, the condition on x vy and that of Xj y are equivalent.
Here we add a comment concerning the type II X condition of our Theorem. Indeed, a direct application of Moore's result and Lemma 1 in the above will establish that M is of type IIj if and only if infinitely many m^s are >1 and following two conditions are satisfied: 2. As Bures has stated, the type classification problem of M is reduced to the following form. Now M is of type III if and only if this measure p is not equivalent to any G-in variant o-finite measure on O provided with a natural Borel field of subsets. Indeed, though a precise copy of his assertion will need the restriction dim H V1 = m v , it is not indispensable owing to Lemma 1. Therefore, the "if" part is proved when one shows that, in case there exists a G-invariant measure p on n equivalent to //,, the series in (7) converges.
Let X(<U) = ^-(G)\ so that x is a Borel function on O, unique up dp, to IJL null sets and >0 almost everywhere. We have p = p v xpv*> where p v is a measure on £X giving mass 1 to each point and p v * is a measure on O v * = nn t? invariant under G v * = n 7 G t . And, since (14) is valid for every real t. Now we explicit in this relation the functions %/. We have then (15) 2 2 Xvy I exp (27T«Y (ft/ -log \ vy )) -11 2 < -.
Just up to this point, we followed exactly Moore. As our aim is to show the convergence of the series in (7), we consider here the following sum: 3. Now, we proceed to the proof of "only if" part. To do this, we leave from the measure theoretic version of Section 2, and we treat the problem in its original form.
We assume that
for some, and hence for all c>0, and we contend that M is a semi-finite factor. Assume first that there exists an £>0 such that (18) ^^£ for any i/ = l,2, -, and j, This condition being imposed, we no more need to take in (17) the minimum with some c>0, and so Using also the fact that the mean square deviation becomes the least when we take the mean value as the center, we reform the series in (19). So, we obtain the convergence of the series standing last, which implies by the type IIj criterion that (M) E of Lemma 1 is a type IIj factor. (Or, it may happen that it is a finite type I factor.) Thus M is a semi-finite factor, and is not of type III. Our assertion being thus quite easily settled when (18) is satisfied, what we must do next is to reduce the general case to this case. To this end we will make repeated use of Lemma 2.
The last paragraph of Section 2 states that the condition (17) is equivalent to the validity of (20) 2 Xvy X vfe | exp (2nit (log X vy -log Xj) -11 2 < oo for any real number t. Put now <Pv ~ 2 ^v& exp (-2nit log X v^) .
Then, using again the fact that the mean square deviation becomes the least when one takes the mean value as the center, we see that 2 ^vy ^vjfe I exp (2n:it (log X vy -log x vjfe )) -11 Fix now a value of t. Later we will take £ = 1/3, but for a while, we don't specify t. For this value of t, we consider the set I'(z>) of j satisfying Now we show that, except for a finite number of z/s, we can find a p=p» ( = 1, "-,/v) such that (27) . e g^X^-i.
Indeed, let A be the set of v for which one cannot find such a p v , For z^eA, we are then able to take a q» ( = 1, -",/ v ) so that We thus have reduced the general case to the case where (17) holds, and the proof is complete. 4 . We have shown that the condition (17) implies the semifiniteness of M. But actually we had more. Indeed, an integral and precise examination of our proof reveals that a type II factor constructed as an infinite tensor product of type I factors is necessarily a hyperfinite IIj factor or a tensor product of a hyperfinite IIj factor with a type I^ factor. (This remark is due to H. Araki.) 5. Finally, we add a few words about the relation with Moore's type classification of measures.
Moore's classification of the measure p considered in Section 2 is perfectly in accord with that of the corresponding infinite tensor product when n^, = m v for every v. Thus the condition (17) assures the existence of a cr-finite measure p on H which is invariant under the action of G, and is equivalent to p. To construct explicitly the measure p, we can apply Moore's notion of restricted direct product of measures.
To establish that (17) implies the semi-finiteness of M, we had first to leave a finite number of H v (z^eA) out of consideration, and for each remaining index v to limit the set \(y) to a smaller finite set J(z^). As the measure p v on H v for z><EA, we take a measure giving mass 1 to each point. We denote by IV an arbitrary one point subset of fl v . As the measure p v for i/$A, we take a measure such that p v ({co v y}) = l/m v ' for j^l(v\ where mj denotes the number of elements in J(z/). Define IV to be the subset of !\ whose points are co vy (j<=](v)). Then form the restricted direct product p of these measures p v using the sets IV. p will be the measure sought.
